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424_Two_Types   
HRN                                                                  20, 30 August, 4-9 November 2020 written on my i-Pad 
4th Fret                 Travis 
Pick 
CLASSIFICATION 
 A    G               F          Em    A 
1. Geophysicists classify everything 
 F        G               F         G 
 Is this Type One, or is it Type Two? 
 C         G          F         G 
 Does it ring, or does it sing? 
 F    G           F         G         C 
 Is it blue, or does it have a clue? 
 
2.  The result of ambition or competence? 
 It can be ugly or it can be beautiful 
 Based on excuses or with valid reasons 
 Misunderstandings or understanding 
 
3.  Formed with pride or with humility 
 Bringing out the bitter or the sweet 
 Passively or with long-suffering 
 Resulting in times sad or happy 
 
4.  Was it uninspired or inspired? 
 Predestination or an act of faith? 
 Built in fear or with courage? 
 Was it dirty or made in purity? 
 
5.  Profane or designed with reverence 
 Disingenuous or formed with sincerity 
 An indulgence or an act of temperance 
 With instability or perfect balance 
 
6.  Revealing duplicity or integrity 
 Formed in anxiety or true serenity 
 By the timid or as an adventure 
 With conceit or real self-regard 
 
7.  As a lie or as the truth 
 In disbelief or with conviction 
 Was it indolence or endurance? 
 Ingratitude or thanksgiving? 
 
8.  Creating debt or using savings 
 By the rich or by the poor 
 Individually or with cooperation 
 In misery or in a fullness of joy 
 
9.  With criticism or with prayer 
 Obstinacy or after repentance 
 An act of doing or an act of being 
 For the most personal of ends 
 
 

 A  G               F              Em            A 
10. Relationships start with our classifications 
 F          G                          F                      G 
 Are we seeking power or are we seeking unity? 
 C                   G           F                G 
 Do we rail or do we respond with gentleness? 
 F               G           F         G             C 
 Do we condemn or are we long-suffering? 
 
11. Do we pity or do we comfort others? 
 Are we discontent or do we have patience? 
 Acting with recrimination or with sympathy 
 Weak malevolence or strong compassion 
 
FAMILY 
 A            G                 F       Em           A 
12. Families become the basic unit of society 
 F                        G         F          G 
 Especially when time is set for eternity 
 C              G            F                G 
 Unless individuality overcomes unity 
 F      G              F G                C 
 Or cohabitation replaces marriage 
 
13. Trials come when barren replaces children 
 Or when abortion is more important than life 
 Divorce ends up replacing commitment 
 With feelings of asylum rather than home 
 
RELIGION 
 A                    G              F      Em          A 
14. Caught in the religion of disbelief or of faith 
 F                  G            F                 G 
 Racked with sin or forgiven with repentance 
 C                           G             F           G 
 Non-committed or taking on Christ in baptism 
 F                 G             F         G      C 
 Still worldly or guided by The Holy Ghost 
 
15. Do we find ourselves preaching or illustrating? 
 Following every wind of doctrine or of principles? 
 Doing evil continually or doing good always? 
 Are we full of darkness or are we full of light? 
 
16. Do we find ourselves ashamed or meek? 
 Do we seek justice or give mercy? 
 Do we mourn or do we provide support? 
 Are we an agitator or are we a peacemaker? 
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17. Do we persecute or build others up? 
 Are we poor in spirit or do we have respect? 
 De we relish the impure or are we seeking purity? 
 In other words are we wicked or righteous? 
 
18. Are we rebellious or do we follow the rules? 
 Do we judge others or do we forgive? 
 Are we full of disdain or do we worship God? 
 Are we capricious or are we full of steadfastness? 
 
19.  Refusing to bend the knee or will we sacrifice 
 Pushing aside doubt and learning to trust 
 Replacing reviling with praise of the Lord 
 Turning aside hate and learning to truly love 
  
WORK 
 A    G                 F       Em      A 
20. Are we acted upon or do we act? 
 F        G                    F                     G 
 Do we use the ax or do we use the shovel? 
 C            G           F            G 
 Are we a taker or are we a giver? 
 F             G               F         G     C 
 Are we a follower or are we a pioneer? 
 
21. Are we a sloth or are we a worker? 
 Are we self-centered or conscious of all? 
 Do we want entitlements or are we producers? 
 Are we a manager or are we a leader? 
 
22. Is data unused or do we use it? 
 Is information stored or made into best practices? 
 Is knowledge archived and available for insight? 
 Is wisdom hidden or used in daily application? 
 
23. Are we busy cutting down or are we planting? 
 Do we use things up or do we make new things? 
 Are we a user or are we a steward? 
 Are we in regression or creating progress? 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
 A                       G          F          Em          A 
24. Environment is created by tectonics and eustatics 
 F                       G           F                       G 
 Building up the land and pushing off the ocean 
 C               G             F         G 
 Geological structure and stratigraphy 
 F                  G         F           G      C 
 Defining the valleys and the mountains 
 
25. Geology is the foundation controlling hydrology 
 The slope impacts access like soils do farming 
 Plants have a habitat, just as does wildlife 
 Agriculture expands as forestry improves 
 
 

26. Erosion destroys while permaculture builds 
 The metropolis swallows up the city 
 We choose destroying or creating 
 Climate change or natural processes 
 
LOCAL POLITICS 
 A                 G          F          Em                  A 
27. Changing a mascot bringing back the Redmen 
 F                 G             F                         G 
 Do we want power or do we want representation? 
 C                       G           F                     G 
 Can our leaders control, or should they guide? 
 F                   G           F             G                   C 
 Will we have anarchy or will we have community? 
 
NATIONAL POLITICS 
 A         G                  F        Em      A 
27. Am I a democrat or am I a republican? 
 F              G                        F               G 
 Do I have doubt about ties or is there resolution? 
 C                       G              F                     G 
 Should there be socialism or should it be service? 
 F         G        F       G       C 
 Am I a traitor or am I a patriot? 
 
28. Are we creating bondage or is it liberty? 
 Will it lead to a dictatorship or to democracy? 
 Totalitarian regimes do not allow freedom 
 Rather domination replaces magnanimity  
 
29. People need to look deep into their soul 
 And find out who and what they are 
 Are they on the dole or do they work? 
 Do they lecture or do they listen? 
 
WORLD POLITICS 
 A            G           F     Em   A 
30. It comes down to war or to peace 
 F                   G             F         G 
 Some kind of bondage or independence 
 C                   G           F           G 
 Slavery to the boss or true liberty 
 F                   G                  F G           C 
 Emphasizing a difference or allowing equality 
 
31. Do we want despotism or are we tolerant? 
 Do we combat treachery and embrace loyalty? 
 Do we know our enemy and our friend? 
 Will it lead to poverty or will it lead to wealth? 
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UNIVERSAL TYPES 
 A    G            F            Em          A 
32. Symbols are different from language 
 F              G               F                  G 
 Entropy destroys and levity grows complexity 
 C             G              F             G 
 There are sinks and there are sources 
 F    G                   F      G         C 
 True science and God are the same 
 
 
33. That which is random has no direction 
 That which is physical is not biological 
 That which is few seldom becomes legion 
 That less organized is to be organized complexity 
 
34. The entropic seldom becomes creative 
 The destructive seldom become constructive 
 The uniformity seldom becomes complexity 
 The uniform seldom becomes diverse 
 
35.  There’s difference between static and dynamic 
 Just like between fixed and adaptable 
 And between unchanging and a mutation 
 And between instability and stability 
 
36. Hopefully the misfit learns to adapt 
 The unfit learns to find fitness 
 Though decomposers will not be photosynthetic 
 Wastes can be morphed into foods 
 
37. The individual can become co-tenants 
 Low numbers of species can become numerous 
 Predestination is overcome by evolution 
 As the independent becomes interdependent 
 
38. Sickness keeps us from health 
 Being alone keeps us from the cooperative 
 Being isolated keeps us from being integrated 
 Being selfish keeps us from altruism 
 
39. When we insulate, we no longer perceive 
 Just as antibiosis is opposite to symbiosis 
 We need flowering to have pollination 
 And we need failure to find true success 
 
40. We are not the same if we have a difference  
 We are not one if we are unfocused 
 We are not prepared if we look beyond the mark 
 We only face death once we have found life 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 A             G           F             Em         A 
41.  No one is always Type Two or Type One 
 F                 G            F             G 
 Sometimes we grow from One to Two 
 C                 G                F         G 
 Sometimes we fall from Two to One 
 F                G      F            G         C 
 Depending upon the fit of the shoe 
 
 

 


